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ARTICLES

CONGRESS  ROLE IN THE FORMULATION OF AMERICAN 

TRADE POLICY: HISTORY AND THE POST COLD WAR 

CHARACTERISTICSJin Canrong(7)

Trade policy is one of the everpresent issues in U.S. foreign policy. Since th

e 

Constitution of the United States conferred the power of governing foreign tra



de

to Congress, it has, consequently, exerted greater influence on trade policy t

h

an on security policy. There are three aspects of Congress  role in trade pol

ic

y: first, as one of the major decision makers; second, as a supreme policy sup

er

visor; and third, as the major promoter for the “politicization” of trade is

su

es. This article focuses on Congress  decision making capacity, including th

e 

ingredients of the decision making power, Congress  position in the overall 

de

cision making structure of U S  trade, and new features in the post Cold W

ar

Congressional decision power over trade.

PROBING U.S. ECONOMIC STATUS AND THE POSSIBILITY

OF A “SOFT LANDING”Huang Weiping (31) 

The discussion of U.S. “high tech bubbles” has been underway in recent year

s 

on a global scale. Under economic laws no country can escape business cycles t

o 

maintain eternal prosperity. Recession is bound to emerge sooner or later desp

it

e the information industry and bioengineering, which have just manifested thei

r 

vitality and might bring about a new round of economic prosperity for the Unit

ed

States. While American people s understanding of economic laws deepens and th

e



diffusion of advanced technologies continues, U S  economy may slip down. A 

s

oft landin 

g will possibly emerge in the early 21st century, and a new cycle of U.S. econ

om

y may recur then.

MULTICULTURALISM: ITS ESSENCE, ORIGINS,

PRACTICE, AND LIMITATIONSWang Xi (44)

The article outlines the evolution of multiculturalism as an ideology and prac

ti

ce in the United States since the 1960s and examines its wide ranging applica

ti

ons to pedagogy, historical approach, critical theory, and reform ideology. Re

co

gnizing the profound changes brought about by multiculturalism, the article ar

gu

es that the impact of multiculturalism both as a theory and as a practice is l

im

ited because of its innate weaknesses.

CAUSES FOR THE EMERGENCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF

AMERICA S ANTICOMMUNISMLiu Jianfei (81) 

Anticommunism in America has its deep and complicated root causes. In addition 

t

o the antagonism between capitalism and socialism, the politico cultural back

gr

ound peculiar to America is also one of the major root causes. In the eyes of 

ma



instream American society, communism is the biggest un American phenomenon. A

me

ricans have a tradition of antiradicalism and communism is seen as the most ra

di

cal revolution in human history. They regard communism as the major impediment 

t

o the realization of “manifest destiny” that they believe in. Furthermore, r

el

igious impacts and mistakes made by socialist countries in their foreign polic

ie

s constitute the impelling factors causing anti communism in the United State

s.

CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT AND THE RISE OF POLITICAL

INFLUENCE OF BLACK SOUTHERNERSJi Hong

(109)

The American South has undergone during the last four decades unprecedented ch

an

ges, of which the most important ones are the rise of voting rate of black peo

pl

e and the increase of elected black officials. The civil rights movement arous

ed

the political consciousness of black people in the South. The Voting Right Act 

of 1965 ended the century long history of hampering blacks in the South from 

vo

ting. Thus with voting right in their hands the Black started their change fro

m 

being inferior citizens to participants in political affairs.
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